







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ig,卜I　lnfi l Lration lethods，（a）dippirlg�a bottol surrace　of　skeleton　into
a melt｡（h）complete submersionばa skeleton hody into　a　md t，（c）positioning

























































































































































































































































































































































































































ig.1-2 ScheIatic representaLion of a）sessile drop lethod，
）leniscograph lethod， c）cappi llary lethod.
J-
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Fig.1-4 Suitability of binary alloy sysLels for infiltration: (a)，(♭)and〈c〉are



































































































































































































































































　Schelatic representation of capillarity-induced infiltration， capillary








ig.卜6 Schelatic of forces acting on liquid column in
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:velocity of the fluid frol the pipe of axis
differenceof pressms acti既on both ends
of the pipe(g/cm･s2).
radius of the pipe(cm〉.
1enμh of the fluid in the pipe(cm〉.
g.2-I Sche鉛tic representation of the fluid flows in






















































































































:the radius of cylindrical pore(cl).
:the depth of the infiltrating liquid(cl).
:capi llary attracting(g/cl･s2).
:the contact angle of liquid on the skeleton(deg).
２２μ






























































Fig.2-3　Schematic representations of a）a rectangular
paraHelopiped skeleton having pores only on the top
and bottom surfaces,and b）aH the pores are t
radius straight-cylindrical and run parallel wi








































































surfaces，and b）the pores are the sa駝radius straigh
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Fig.2-5 Schematic representatjons of the fluid for a way through
バ　　　　　　　　　　　ｊ　　　●　　　　　●●　●　＾　　¶　　●　・　．　●　　・　　　　　　　　　ｄ●　．●a）a rectangular para Helopiped skeleton hav陶口）ores on all the
surfaces，and b）the pores are the sa駝raditjs straight-cykindrical




































































































































































































































































.3-I Schematic representations of a）a rectangular
allelopiped skeleton having pores on all the surfaces，
and b）Lhe pores are the same radius straight-cylindrical











































































































































































Schematic representation oF the pressure to be obtained by



































































































































































































































０ ０．５ １．０ １．５
Concentration ， wU
２．０ ２．５
Relation between concentration of aqueous solution of





































































































































































g』-6 Relation beしweenconcentraLion of aqueous solution or laurate





































































































ig.3-7 Relation between concentration of aqueol.jssollJtion of


















.3-8　Schematic representation of t
a）a rectangular paraHelopiped skele
ｈ
ｔ
e Huid for　a　way through
on having pores on all　the
surfaces，and b）the pores are the same radius straight-cylindrical
and cross at right angle on three-dimensions in the skeleton.
- 71 －
W

























































































































chelatic representation of measuring apparatus














































Surface tension　7 EV(g/S2) ５６，３ ３６．３
contacL angle　θ（deg） ８６ ５６
























































chelatic representation of apparatus on Meniscograph









































ig.3-12 Relation between penetrating height and penetrating tile





















０．２ ２７．４ １．０５ Ｏｊ)０９６
０．４ ３７．５ ４．２３ ０．０１６５









water 2.01％S01. 0.31x soL
０．２ １４．５８ 5.94 1.64
０．４ 8.47 ３．３１ 0.83





































Penetrating tile ， s
１ ５ ０ ２００
g.3-13 Relation between penetrating height and penetrating tile




























０ ５０ １ ０ ０
Penetrating time ， s
１５０ ２００
Fig.3-14 Relation between penetrating height and penetrating time
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Fは.4-I　Schematic representations of a）a rectangular paralldopiped
skeleton having pores on all the surfaces， and b〉the pores are the
sa駝radius straight-cylindrical and cross at right angle on three-





























































































Table 4－2 Chemical composition of iron powder（wt％）.
Ｃ Ｓｉ Mn Ｐ Ｓ ０

































































B :vacuum gau肺　c :thermometer
E :electric heater　F :山ss plate































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































　　　　Fれレ卜6 Relations between i�i ltratjng ratio and porosity or skeleton，



































































dv ｔｄ／ ＝7r ・（PI Ｐ２）
／４Ｄ
Ｒ （８７７ Ｅ・Ｌ） (5-1)























parallelopiped skeleton having pores on aH the　surfaces，














































































































Table 5一1　Chemical composition of iron powder（wt％）.
Ｃ Ｓｉ Mn Ｐ Ｓ ０
















































































･ － = 〃



















































Table 5-3　values of porosity （P。），permeability（φ）
and radius of pore（R）of the skeletons made of A，B
and C iron powders，
ｐｏｗｄｅｒ Pバ%） ψｘ１０－８（ｃｍ２） R(cm)
Ａ ６２ １．３２１ ０．０００７１５
Ｂ 60 ０．７１３ 0.000534














Sche●atic representation of operation for the single end











Schelatic representation of operation for the whale surface






































































































































































































ｈｏｔ,０．５づ　MicrostLru［比ｕｒｅ ｏｆ ｓＨｖｅｒ ｉ�ｉ］け計ｅｄ
ｒｏｎ ｃｏｍｐａｄ ｏｆ ６２％ｐｏｒｏｓｉｔｙ　ａｔ　１２７３ｋ（１０００°Ｃ）



























































































































































































































































































































































































































and viscosity （ηOof copper at 1393K（1120°C）.













7 molybdenum cyljndrical rdl･edors l.2 A12()
3 91ass 1,ube　8 molybdenum cylindric削hc削,吋




































































































































Ｐｈ肘0.6－1　Contact angle θof Lhe liquid copper
on七he iron plate at 1393k（1120°C）in He十3％H2 ｡









































































and radius of pore （R）of the skeletons肌ade of A， B
and C iron powders.
ｐｏｗｄｅｒ Ｐバ％） φx10-8(cm2) R(cm)
Ａ 62 １．３２１ 0.000715
Ｂ 60 ０．７１３ 0.000534
Ｃ ５６ 0.194 0.000288
４３１
－
　　　　　　　　　Table 6-3　Chemical composition of iron powder（wt%）.
Ｃ Ｓｉ Mn Ｐ Ｓ ０
























































































































SchelaLic represenLaLiorl�operatjc,｢1 11-I　LI‘les 剛;1e end







Schematic representatjon of operation in ［he whole surface










































































































































































































































ＰｈｏＬ０．６づ　Ｍｉｃｒｏ討ｒｕｃＬｕｒｅｓ ｏｆ ａｎ ５６％ｐｏｒｏｓｉｔ,ｙ　ｓｉｎｔＬｅｒｅｄ
汁ｏｎ ｃｏｍｐａｃＬ ｉｎｆｉｉＬｒ･ａＬｅｄ ｗｉｔｈ Ｃｕ－４％Ｆｅ討　１３９３ｋ（１１２０で）
ｆｏｒ １００ｓ ｔｈｒｏｕ油ｓｉｎｇｌｅ ｓｉｄｅ ｉｎｆｉ１けａＬｉｏｎ ｆｒｏｍ ｌｏｗｅｒ七〇
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